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Abstract
Pipeline is a parallel computing model underpinning a class of important applications running on CPU-GPU heterogeneous systems. A critical aspect for the efficiency of such applications is the support of communications among pipeline stages that may reside on CPU and different parts of a GPU. Existing libraries of concurrent data structures do not meet the needs, due to the massive parallelism on GPU and the complexities in CPU-GPU memory and connections. This work gives an in-depth study on the communication problem. It identifies three key issues, namely, slow and error-prone detection of the end of pipeline processing, intensive queue contents on GPU, and cumbersome inter-device data movements. This work offers solutions to each of the issues, and integrates all together to form a unified library named HiWayLib. Experiments show that HiWayLib significantly boosts the efficiency of pipeline communications in CPU-GPU heterogeneous applications. For real-world applications, HiWayLib produces 1.22-2.13× speedups over the state-of-art implementations with little extra programming effort required.

CCS Concepts  
• General and reference → Performance;  
• Computing methodologies → Parallel computing methodologies;  
• Computer systems organization → Heterogeneous (hybrid) systems.
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1 Introduction
Pipeline execution model [5] is widely used for stream-based applications ranging from network packet processing, graph rendering, video encoding and decoding, machine learning, to image processing [1, 17, 22, 39, 49]. In a pipeline computation, an application or a task graph is implemented as a set of concurrently running stages, in which the output of a former stage serves as the input of the latter stage. This work focuses on pipeline programs running on CPU-GPU heterogeneous platforms, where, the different stages of a pipeline program run concurrently on both CPU and GPU.

Figure 1. Reyes rendering pipeline.

Figure 1 shows an example, Reyes rendering pipeline [7], which consists of four main stages. The first stage runs on CPU and generates data items for the following stages on GPU. The second stage (object partitioning) has a recursive structure, in which, data items are produced and then fed back to the stage itself until some condition is met (e.g., object size is small enough). With pipeline programming, a ready task generated by a former stage can be processed by the next stage while the former stage is working on other task items. It helps deliver high responsiveness, and exploit both data parallelism within each stage and task parallelism between stages [54].
One of the important components of such pipelines is the mechanism for supporting communications between stages, both within and across devices. Inter-stage communications are needed for coordinating the computations of different stages, as well as passing task items through the pipeline.

Developing a sound and efficient communication support for pipeline computations is especially challenging on CPU-GPU heterogeneous platforms for its massive parallelism and complex and continuously changing memory systems. Massive parallelism complicates coordinations between stages, while memory complexities (e.g., weak memory coherence support) make consistency of data copies tricky to maintain.

In current practices, the communications among pipeline stages are typically implemented by the developers of a pipeline application. The ad-hoc implementations often suffer from serious performance issues.

Recent several years have seen some efforts in building pipeline programming frameworks for simplifying the development efforts. WhippleTree [45], for instance, is a framework built on C++ templates. Through it, programmers only need to specify the computations in each stage and the connections of the stages, the framework automatically creates task queues and schedulers to materialize the communication support of the pipeline. A follow-up work, VersaPipe [54], improves the GPU resource usage and task scheduling by enabling more flexible pipeline execution models. These frameworks concentrate on computation rather than communication. They try to maximize GPU resource utilization by the pipeline program, but use only the rudimentary mechanism (basic task queues) for inter-stage communications. Moreover, they do not provide APIs for inter-device communications as they assume all stages of a pipeline reside on GPU; all data to be used by the pipeline are simply copied from CPU to GPU before GPU code starts running.

In this work, we strive to address the problem by developing HiWayLib, a High Performance Multi-Way Communication Library for heterogeneous pipeline computations. Through three key techniques, HiWayLib overcomes the main barriers for efficient multi-way (CPU to GPU, GPU to CPU, GPU to GPU) communications in heterogeneous pipeline computations, providing an efficient solution for the development of pipeline programs on CPU-GPU systems.

We have designed the three key techniques in HiWayLib respectively for overcoming the following three main barriers for effective communication support.

1. **Cumbersome inter-device data movements.** Communications between CPU and GPU are subject to lower bandwidth and longer latency than intra-device communications. Recent GPU architectures support Unified Memory technique in which a single address space is provided to the distributed memories in a CPU-GPU heterogeneous system. Although this technique makes programming of cross-device memory access easier, it does not show good performance for the frequent and simultaneous cross-device access patterns that can be found in communication of stages in a pipeline [26]. Some common techniques such as prefetching [28] may mitigate the problem to a certain degree, but inter-device data movements still remain a frequent bottleneck in pipeline programs.

HiWayLib employs a novel technique named Lazy Reference-Based Scheme to mitigate the problem. It is based on an observation that in many pipelined programs (e.g., image processing), the data between tasks often have overlaps. Instead of moving the data of each task separately, Lazy Reference-Based Scheme avoids repeated movements of the overlapped data by replacing the task-based data copy with a region-based lazy data copy, and hence significantly reduces the data movement overhead.

2. **End detection of pipeline processing.** It is tricky to determine when a pipeline program finishes processing all tasks in an input stream. With recursive structure in a pipeline (e.g., Figure 1), stages can generate new data items dynamically; as a result, the total data item count is unknown ahead of time. For immediate detection of the end of pipeline processing, a solution may need to track the status of all task items, no matter whether it is in the queue/buffer or on the fly, or whether it is on CPU or GPU. The tracking overhead can be large. If the pipeline program runs on multiple devices, the status tracking and checking would incur extra cross-device communications.

HiWayLib tackles the problem with a novel technique named Late Triggered Inter-Stage Tracking. By appending special markers to a stream of inputs, the technique triggers status tracking and checking only when the execution is getting close to the finish. It hence can still immediately report the end of pipelined processing while avoiding most unnecessary pipeline status checking overhead.

3. **Intensive contentions on communication data structures on GPU.** On GPU, each stage of a pipeline may have many threads running, whose accesses to shared communication structures (e.g., task queues) may cause severe access contention and performance hazards.

HiWayLib employs a technique named Bi-Layer Contention Relief to alleviate the problem. The technique uses a two-level delegation scheme to minimize the number of concurrent accesses to the communication data structures without delaying task executions.

As mentioned, for the complexities in hardware and pipeline, manually implementing effective communications is challenging for general programmers. Existing pipeline programming frameworks are subject to soundness and efficiency problems. Although our three proposed techniques help with performance, they add even more complexities to the already involved implementations of pipeline programs. HiWayLib frees programmers from those concerns by integrating the proposed techniques together and offering a set of uniform simple APIs for different heterogeneous platforms.
Experiments show that HiWayLib significantly boosts the efficiency of pipeline communications in CPU-GPU heterogeneous applications. For real applications, HiWayLib produces 1.22–2.13× speedups over the state-of-art implementations with little extra programming effort required.

2 Background

This section offers background knowledge on CPU-GPU systems.

Memory Systems On a CPU system with a discrete GPU, the bandwidth of the CPU-GPU connection is usually much lower than the memory bandwidth in GPU (e.g., 16GB/s of PCIe-3 ×16 versus 700GB/s of the main memory on Pascal GPU). On IBM Power-9 systems with NVIDIA GPUs, the connection is through NVLink, which can provide much higher bandwidth than PCIe does. But the bandwidth of inter-device communication still remains several times lower than that of main memory on GPU devices [10].

On previous generations of CPU-GPU systems, the two kinds of processing devices have separate address spaces; data need to be explicitly copied between them through APIs for processing. Recent GPU architectures support a cross-device memory access technique called Unified Memory (UM) [32]. With UM technique, CPU and GPU share an address space; one variable can be accessed by different devices without explicit memory copy. The underlying architecture automatically copies data on demand at memory page level.

UM technique is built upon the hardware-based detection of memory page faults between devices. When a device tries to access a variable that is not on its main memory, a page fault happens and the page that this variable resides on gets automatically copied from the other device to this device. While there are heuristic algorithms to make page migration efficient, programs still suffer when it needs to frequently access data on the same page from both CPU and GPU. Such cases are particular common on task queues connecting two pipeline stages residing on two different devices. One device enqueues new tasks frequently while the other device dequeues from the same queue simultaneously. The corresponding memory pages may migrate back and forth between the devices frequently.

With the UM technology, memory coherence between the last-level caches of CPU and GPU becomes supported. Also, system-wide (across CPU and GPU) atomic operations become possible through a solution that combines the new hardware features and the system software support. Both features give certain conveniences to the implementation of pipeline applications. However, the usage of both features is subject to large time overhead.

The old explicit data copy-based method is still applicable on new GPUs—in fact, for its frequently better performance over UM, the explicit copy method remains popular in modern GPU programs.

GPU Execution Models Threads in a CUDA program are organized as warps and thread blocks. One warp contains 32 threads. All these 32 threads are issued at the same time and execute the same instruction in lock-step mode if there is no branch in the program. With warp shuffle operation, threads of a warp can exchange data with each other directly without going through shared (or global) memory, which makes interchanging data among threads efficient. One thread block contains one or more warps depending on the configuration of the CUDA function. Different warps are issued independently, and some functions are provided to synchronize all warps in a block. In some recent works, persistent thread technique is used for flexible task scheduling on GPU. With this technique, every thread stays alive throughout the execution of a kernel function. The function typically contains a loop, through which, the threads continuously fetch new data items from a task queue and execute the corresponding procedures.

It is worth noting that the focus of this work is on communications. Finding the best placements of pipeline stages on different devices in a system is a problem orthogonal to this work. We assume that the placement has been decided through some approach. Our following discussions are based on heterogeneous systems with CPU and NVIDIA GPUs, but the general principles behind the approach could be applied to other discrete heterogeneous platforms.

3 Design and Implementation

This section presents the challenge, design, and implementation details of HiWayLib. The design considers both efficiency and correctness for communication on heterogeneous systems.

Our description concentrates on the four advanced features of HiWayLib, which respectively address the four main barriers existing work faces in supporting efficient pipeline executions. Section 3.2 explains how HiWayLib solves the problem of cumbersome inter-device data movements, Section 3.3 describes how HiWayLib timely and efficiently detects the end of pipeline processing, Section 3.4 explains how HiWayLib addresses the problem of intensive queue contentions on GPU, and Section 3.5 describes the overall HiWayLib API for programming productivity and some considerations in the library implementation for ensuring the soundness of the communication support in the presence of GPU memory complexities. Before presenting these features, we first describe the basic ring-buffer based communication mechanism of HiWayLib, as understanding it is the prerequisite for comprehending the subsections on the advanced features of HiWayLib.
3.1 Basic Communication Scheme

The basic communication scheme in HiWayLib is a ring-buffer based scheme for inter-device communications.

Different stages of a pipeline program can be put onto different devices on a CPU-GPU heterogeneous system. When two adjacent stages in a pipeline program run on different devices, inter-device communications are necessary. As discussed in Section 2, although recent GPUs provide unified memory to ease the programming of communication between CPU and GPU, frequent accesses of shared data between CPU and GPU still suffer large performance penalty from page-faults. We employ a batched data movement approach for efficiency. The basic idea is to store the output of a former stage into a temporary buffer, and then transfer them to another device in batch. With this method, the communication may better utilize Direct Memory Access (DMA) to mitigate the transfer overhead between devices.

Specifically, HiWayLib implements this basic scheme for inter-device communications as follows. A queue is attached with a consumer stage and a buffer is attached with a producer stage. For the buffer, HiWayLib uses a ring-buffer to store data items needed to be transferred between adjacent stages. A ring-buffer is a circular queue data structure whose head and tail are connected. When the number of data items exceeds a predefined threshold in the buffer, all these data need to be moved into the queue of consumer device. The buffer is non-blocking. While moving data into the queue, new data items can be inserted to the buffer simultaneously until it is full. Beside the threshold, the buffer will be also flushed if a timeout occurs. When the queue or buffer is full, the producer retries the data insertion until a success.

To guarantee that the ring-buffer is thread safe, each enqueue/dequeue operation updates some counters of the buffer—such as the front/end index and the number of items—atomically, and get a position to write/read data items. Also, the target queue on another device maintains a same set of counters in the same way. When the buffer prepares to flush data to the target queue on another device, a function named enqPrep is invoked to update the front counter of the target queue by the number of flushed data items and get the address to write data back, and then mark the corresponding queue area as "busy" until all flushed data have been written back to the queue. Only the queue area marked “busy” is not allowed to be accessed by other threads; other areas of the queue are free for update.

Figure 2 shows the hand-shaking process of batched data movement. Each device launches several threads (2 threads on CPU and a one-warp-kernel on GPU that uses persistent threads [3]) as monitors to maintain the buffer status. They are the main part of HiWayLib runtime. Each thread for a stage checks whether the number of data items in the buffer exceeds the threshold after enqueuing, and the monitor checks whether timeout occurs for each stage in a round robin fashion. If a timeout occurs, a per-device global flag (bufState) is set. When the monitor on device Producer finds that bufState is updated, it will set flag copyState (step 1 in Figure 2) and ask the monitor on device Consumer to invoke function enqPrep and get the write-back address of the queue (step 2). The monitor on Producer then writes the buffer address and the number of flushed data items to specific system-wide global variables (bAddr and DMAcnt), and the monitor on Consumer will store the write-back address of the queue into a specific system-wide global variable (qAddr) and raise a system-wide global flag copyState to inform the monitor on CPU to execute DMA functions with bAddr, qAddr and DMAcnt (step 3). After the DMA operation, copyState is reset (step 4).

We note that in HiWayLib, the pipeline stages on GPU use persistent threads [3], in which, only a limited number of thread blocks are launched for a GPU kernel such that they can all be active on GPU. And every thread lives permanently on GPU (by running a while loop), continuously trying to grab new tasks to process. This model avoids frequent kernel launching overhead which is essential for high responsiveness of pipeline applications [45, 54]. A problem with this model is how to efficiently detect the end of all tasks and exit quickly. It is called an end detection problem, which we will discuss more in Section 3.3.

With the basic communication mechanism explained, we are ready to move on to the advanced features of HiWayLib where the main novelty of this work resides. These features respectively address the main issues faced by existing pipeline programming frameworks. The solutions together pave the way for a streamlined support of efficient pipeline computations on CPU-GPU systems.

3.2 Lazy Reference-Based Scheme

Due to the limited inter-device bandwidth and relatively long latency, inter-device data movements create a major bottleneck frequently seen in CPU-GPU pipeline computations.
This part describes a novel technique named **Lazy Reference-Based Scheme** to mitigate the problem. It is based on an observation that in many pipelined programs (e.g., image processing [2, 33]), the data used between tasks often overlap. **Lazy Reference-Based Scheme** avoids repeated movements of the overlapped data by replacing the default **task-based** data copy with a new lazy reference-based scheme, along with some changes to the implementations of task queues.

![Figure 3. Inter-task data overlaps in a stencil pipeline.](image)

We explain the observation with a stencil pipeline program. Figure 3 depicts the dependence between two stages of a stencil pipeline program. Each task in stage 1 produces one value in the left-side matrix. Each task in stage 2 requires 9 values from that matrix. The values required by task A and task F in stage 2 are partially overlapped (values f, g, j, k produced by stage 1).

Existing pipeline frameworks (e.g., [45, 54]) do not consider such overlappings. They use a **task-based copy paradigm**, which copies the data needed by each individual task into a **task queue** separately without considering the relations between tasks. For the example in Figure 3, the blue tile will be copied into the **task queue** as part of the task A of stage 2, and the red tile will be also copied into the **task queue** as part of the task F, causing values (f, g, j, k) being copied twice unnecessarily.

**Lazy Reference-Based Scheme** deals with the overlapping between tasks on two principles. First, it uses references rather than data content when forming a task. It means that the definition of a task in the **task queue** contains only a reference to the start location (i.e., the index in matrix) of data the task requires. As the stencil size is given (through API in Section 3.5), with the start location, the range of all data the task requires can be determined. For clarity, in the following we use **target values** to refer to the actual values of data needed by a task. For instance, for task A in Figure 3, its task content will be (0,0). From it, the corresponding stencil to process can be determined as the range from (0,0) to (2,2) given that the stencil size is 3 by 3. In our solution, we use the relative location as the reference as it gives good portability, allowing different stages on different devices to locate the data easily. This principle is used for both inter-device and intra-device communication for stencil pipeline programs.

The second principle is that **Lazy Reference-Based Scheme** copies data in a lazy manner in a **region-based** rather than task-based manner to capitalize on inter-task relations. It means that target values will not be copied onto the device of the next stage immediately when they are produced, but will be stored into a **target value buffer** (on the device where the data are produced) temporarily and a scoreboard is marked to indicate their readiness. HiWayLib runtime periodically examines the scoreboard and copies a whole region of data—which we call lazy copy region. A lazy copy region is a set of adjacent data items that are copied together. Its size could be larger than the range of data one consumer task requires. This **region-based** copy scheme copies a region of data only once, regardless of how many consumer tasks require the data. It hence avoids the duplicated data movements happening in the default task-based scheme.

The implementation of **Lazy Reference-Based Scheme** involves changes to the scheme of data movements as well as the design of task queues. Figure 4 shows the implementation details. On the producer side, two data structures are created. The **target value output buffer** is the holder of actual values produced by the producer for the next stage. The **not-ready counters** serve as the scoreboard with each recording the number of data items in each lazy copy region that has not yet been produced. On the consumer device, three data structures are created. The **target value input buffer** receives the values copied from the **target value output buffer** of the producer. The **task queue** holds the tasks to be processed in the consumer stage. As mentioned earlier in this section, in this scheme, the definition of a task in the **task queue** contains only a reference to the start location of the data the task requires; so the content of the **task queue** is simply data references. The **region ready array** serves as the indicator to tell whether the corresponding lazy copy region has already been copied to the consumer’s **target value output buffer**.

As producer puts produced data into **target value output buffer**, it updates the not-ready counters accordingly. When HiWayLib runtime periodically examines not-ready counters, it copies the regions whose not-ready counters have turned 0 and then sets the counters to -1. Meanwhile, it enqueues into consumer’s **task queue** the reference to every data item contained in the just copied lazy copy regions; each of the references corresponds to the start of one stencil yet to process and hence a task of the consumer. When the consumer dequeues its **task queue**, based on the reference and the region...
ready array, it checks whether all data in the corresponding stencil have been copied to its target value input buffer. If so, it processes the task, otherwise, it re-enqueues the reference to the task queue for later processing.

HiWayLib provides a set of APIs (described in Section 3.5) to allocate areas for all above buffers and queues. Users just need to provide task data type, matrix size, stencil size, and lazy region size through the APIs. Buffers are recycled when they become useless to save memory space.

With the above lazy copy approach, not only many redundant data movements are avoided, but also the data locality becomes better as adjacent data items are transferred together. Our current implementation is mostly designed for stencil processing pipeline programs as they are the most common pipeline programs with such data overlaps, but the basic idea can be extended to other pipeline application whose tasks have overlapped content.

3.3 Late Triggered Inter-Stage Tracking

Besides inter-device data movements, another main source of delay for pipeline computations is the detection of when the whole pipeline processing on a stream of inputs has finished. We call this problem end detection problem. Delays in the detection could affect the follow-up operations and hence increase the latency of a pipeline program.

One of the main challenges for end detection is that sometimes the total number of task items needed to process is unknown beforehand. A stage may dynamically create many task items; and with recursive structures in a pipeline (e.g., the back edge in Figure 1), a later stage may generate and enqueue tasks to an earlier stage in the pipeline. These dynamic complexities make simple task counting insufficient for end detection.

As the FSM shows, a thread block may be in one of three states before termination, and depending on the state of a thread block, its two counters get updated accordingly when task dequeuing happens. A thread block exits when dequeue fails and its endCounter reaches 0. The program terminates after all blocks exit. WhippleTree works well when all stages of a pipeline are put into a single kernel. But if stages are mapped into multiple kernels (e.g., via CUDA Streams) and inter-kernel communications use queues, the above method does not work properly. A scenario is that when the program starts, a previous kernel has not yet produced any data item for a following kernel. Thus the following kernel cannot fetch any data item and the counters will drop to zero quickly, causing the kernel to terminate prematurely [45].

Some other implementations of pipeline (e.g., VersaPipe [54]) simply use time-out for end detection. They start a timer when all task queues become empty and terminate the pipeline when the timer times out after a period of time. The problem with the scheme is that it cannot guarantee that the processing is truly over; tasks coming after the timeout cannot get processed. The implementations hence usually set the timeout a long time (e.g., 10 times of a single task length in VersaPipe), causing a long delay without completely avoiding the risk of premature terminations. (Our basic scheme in Section 3.1 uses this method.)

Moreover, none of the previous solutions are designed for handling inter-device pipelines.

To address these problems, we propose a novel method, called Late Triggered Inter-Stage Tracking, which consists of two key techniques: inter-stage status tracking, and late triggering. We first explain inter-stage status tracking scheme, and then explain how late triggering helps with the efficiency and correctness.

Figure 5. The FSM in WhippleTree for end detection.

Figure 6. The FSM for end detection in HiWayLib.
The counter \( \text{activeTasks}[i] \) records the number of active tasks on device \( i \). In this scheme, a pipeline stage can be in one of two states before termination: \( \text{busy} \) and \( \text{idle} \) (all stages on the same device are in the same state at a given moment). When counter \( \text{activeTasks}[i] \) decreases by 1. When a task on that device finishes, the counter decreases by 1. There are some special considerations in our design for inter-device operations. When a task item is inserted into a buffer on device \( i \) that is intended to be transferred to another device, \( \text{activeTasks}[i] \) also increases by 1. When the buffer is transferred to the other device (through DMA), \( \text{activeTasks}[i] \) deducts by the number of task items in that buffer. When DMA transfers a buffer to device \( i \), \( \text{activeTasks}[i] \) increases by the number of task items contained in the buffer. This design ensures correct tracking of inter-device task transfers which is essential for the soundness of the end detection.

The correctness of the Inter-Stage Tracking scheme is straightforward to prove. 1. With the method, a pipeline will not terminate when there are still unfinished tasks, because \( \text{activeTasks}[i] \) tracks the tasks that have not yet been finished on device \( i \). If there are still unfinished tasks on any device, the counter on that device must be greater than 0 and the pipeline cannot terminate. 2. With the method, a pipeline terminates when all tasks are done, because when and only when a task is generated on or sent to device \( i \), its counter increases by 1. When and only when a task ends on the device, the counter decreases by 1. Hence, when all tasks end, the counters on all devices must be all 0 and the pipeline hence terminates.

Late Triggering  In the basic inter-stage tracking scheme, the counters on all devices indicate the total number of task items that are either being processed or need to be processed. If all counters are zero, it indicates the end of the pipeline processing. A key requirement is efficiently checking whether all counters are zero; the check needs to happen atomically to avoid data races. It is tricky to do cross the boundaries between CPU and GPU. Our basic method is to use spin-locks on a unified memory variable. To guarantee the correctness, all the checking transactions and counter update operations need to compete for the same lock.

This basic method suffers from two problems. The first is that the spin-lock–based checking introduces large time overhead as all counters on all devices compete for the same global lock. The second problem is that, if the input stream of a pipeline has some “bubbles” (i.e., intervals between the arrivals of data items), all counters may drop to zeros and the pipeline would terminate prematurely.

Our late triggering scheme helps inter-stage tracking solve both problems. HiWayLib provides an interface, through which programmers can append a special “end marker” to the end of an input stream. With this marker appended, HiWayLib performs the inter-stage tracking and status checking only when the pipeline detects that marker. This method addresses two problems of the basic method. First, because it avoids all the checking and status updates before seeing the end marker, it avoids most of the unnecessary tracking and status checking time overhead. Second, for the same reason, it avoids premature terminations when there are “bubbles” in an input stream as it has not yet detected the end marker. And after the input end marker is seen, the definition of an end marker means that there will be no “bubbles” ever coming in the input stream. The inter-stage tracking scheme has no problem in faithfully tracking active tasks that have already arrived at devices as the earlier part of this section has already shown.

3.4 Bi-Layer Contention Relief

Intensive contention on communication data structures (e.g., task queues), is another main challenge for efficient pipeline computations. This problem becomes even harder on GPU as a large number of threads need to access the same task queue concurrently. One common practice to reduce contention is to split one single task queue into multiple sub-queues and each sub-queue handles partial queue operations [8, 9]. But this method can introduce extra scheduling overhead to keep load balance among different sub-queues.

To mitigate such contention, we propose a technique called Bi-Layer Contention Relief. Our approach adopts a two-level delegation scheme to minimize the number of concurrent accesses to the communication data structures without delaying task executions. The basic idea is to select a delegator from a number of threads to access the shared data structure for those threads. Conventional methods [35, 54] aggregate threads in either warp level or thread block level, which can lead to block-level synchronization. However, our approach features a distinctive two-level design. The first level leverages warp-level shuffle operations for efficiency, and the second level employs an auto-grouping mechanism to avoid risky costly synchronizations.

Figure 7 illustrates the basic idea of our approach. The following discussion uses enqueue operations to describe our approach, but the same mechanism applies to dequeue operations. The first layer is within a single warp. As threads in a warp always execute in a lock-step mode, when one thread does an enqueue operation, all the other threads in the same branch within the same warp will also do enqueue operations. The first thread in this branch within the warp will be selected as a sub-delegator. In the second layer, each sub-delegator acquires a starting address of a memory region in the queue, which is used to store the data that all the threads need to enqueue. To get corresponding offset in
the region for each thread within the same warp, we take advantage of warp shuffle operations [31], which makes the communications between threads within a warp very efficient. And then all the threads can write their data into the queue concurrently.

Figure 7. Delegator-based enqueue approach to reduce contention. Function enqPrep is to get the start position in the queue to write the data of all threads.

The second layer is within a thread block. For a block, if some of its warps need to enqueue at a similar time, our approach selects a delegator to update queue counters for all of them. There are two differences from the first-level delegation: Different warps do not execute in a lock-step mode, and there are no shuffle instructions across warps. To aggregate operations of different warps, one option is to insert block-level barrier and update queue counters once for the whole blocks. However, the inserted barrier could cause deadlocks. Consider a case where thread \( x \) waits for a flag to be set to true by thread \( y \) which belongs to a different warp but in the same thread block. If the barrier is inserted before thread \( y \) sets the flag, a dead lock would happen.

To address this problem, we propose an auto-grouping scheme. The core idea is to group as many warps as possible each time (not necessary all the warps in a block). Even if the final delegator may not perform queue operations on behalf of all warps, block synchronization can be effectively avoided. Specifically, each thread block maintains a data structure called status array with size of 32 (current maximum warp count in a thread block) and a lock for the status array on shared memory. One status corresponds to one warp. When a warp needs to enqueue some data, its sub-delegator sets the corresponding status in the array and tries to acquire the lock for the array if its status stays as set (value of 1). If it acquires the lock successfully, it checks its adjacent status through bi-direction scanning and stops once it encounters unset status on both directions. All the sub-delegators corresponding to the adjacent set status form a group. The first sub-delegator in this group is selected as the final delegator to do the queue operations for the entire group. As mentioned above, each sub-delegator then will get a starting address of a memory region in the queue to write data. The status of sub-delegators in the group is cleared after the queue operation finishes, and the acquired lock is released. In such a way, our scheme can avoid inserting block synchronizations.

3.5 HiWay Library and API

API HiWayLib provides a set of APIs that ease the adoption of those optimizations by application developers. For inter-device communication, HiWayLib supports both batched data copy method and discrete unified memory access. With simple configurations in the API, developers can choose which communication method to use.

Figure 8 shows the main interfaces of HiWayLib. The functions are C++ based. Note that we call the data transfer media a tunnel in the API rather than queue for the generality of the API. Even though we currently implement the tunnel with a queue-based data structure, other data structures (stack and heap) could be used for the implementation.

To use HiWayLib, users should firstly create tunnels between stages with createTunnel. If cross-device batched data copy is required, users should set up monitors for DMA control with setupService. put_x (‘x’ should be ‘h’ on CPU, and ‘d’ on GPU) to put data items into a tunnel. Pipeline stages can get data from a specific tunnel with get_x. API endTask_x is used to help track the number of active task items, which should be called whenever a task ends. API isTerminate_x will return TRUE unless the pipeline should terminate. When that happens, all monitor services will be shutdown automatically. Meanwhile, users still have the choice to shut down DMA services manually with shutdownService.

For stencil pipelines, configStencilTunnel should be called before setting monitor service. The config parameter includes the matrix size, stencil size, and copy region size, which should be specified by users. This function provides context for stencil tunnel and create buffers described in Section 3.2. fetch_x is used to fetch a data item in the target value buffer, while set_x is used to set a data item in the target value buffer. isStencilReady_x is used to check whether the data in a stencil area are all ready.

Besides above functions, users should define the end flag variable in HiWayLib name space. Figure 9 shows the usage of HiWayLib for a real application.

Other Soundness Considerations The techniques in Sections 3.1 and 3.3 rely on system-wide shared data structures. The cross-device coherence of the shared data is essential to guarantee the correctness. These shared data structures are defined as unified memory variables with volatile keyword. System-wide atomic functions (e.g., atomicAdd_system) are used to guarantee the coherence. Memory fences are used to guarantee the memory order for queue operations and the hand-shaking process in Section 3.1.

4 Evaluation

To evaluate the efficacy of HiWayLib, we use six pipeline applications on two different platforms. Each of the platforms consists of two Intel Xeon E5-2620 8-core CPUs, to which a GPU is connected via PCIe. One platform is equipped with
Context construction
- createTunnel: (int, id, TunnelDirection, bool, isBatched)
  Create tunnel with specified direction and data movement scheme. Get tunnel ID.

Control flow and monitor management
- isTerminate_h()
  Check whether the pipeline should terminate on CPU side.
  `isTerminate_d` for GPU side. `XXX_d` will be the function on GPU for the following functions in the same form.
- endTask_h(int id)
  Should be called when a task on CPU side ends.
- setupService()
  Set up monitors for DMA control.
- shutdownService()
  Shut down monitors.

Data management
- put_h(Type, data, int id)
  Put data into specific tunnel from CPU side.
- get_h(Type, *data, int id)
  Get data from specific tunnel on CPU side.

Stencil pipeline
- configStencilTunnel: (StencilType, id, StencilConfig config)
  Setup stencil pipeline context and create input matrix for stencil algorithm.
- fetch_h(StencilType, id, x, y, StencilType * content)
  Fetch data from stencil matrix with tunnel id and index in matrix.
- set_h(StencilType, id, x, y, StencilType content)
  Set data in stencil matrix with tunnel id and index in matrix.
- isStencilReady_h(id, x, y)
  Assume point (x, y) is the middle point in the stencil, check whether all values in this stencil area are ready.

Figure 8. HiWayLib APIs.

NVIDIA GTX 1080 GPU and the other NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU.

The evaluated pipeline applications are shown in Table 1. They present various characteristics. The stage count of these workloads ranges from 2 to 5. The pipeline structures of the workloads include linear, loop, and recursion. (Linear pipeline structure is the simplest, whereas recursive pipelines have recursive executions and loop pipelines have iterations among different stages.) The communication modes between stages include intra-device, CPU-to-GPU, and GPU-to-CPU data transfer. Gene Alignment and Evolutionary Program are high performance CPU-GPU pipeline programs previously manually developed as part of Hetero-Mark [46]; Rasterization and Reyes are ported from the work of Piko [37] using a similar optimized pipeline scheme as used in Hetero-Mark to utilize both CPU and GPU; Face Detection is ported from a real-world application developed by Oh and others [33]; Stencil is a representative of stencil programs, in which CPU generates input values and GPU executes the five-point stencil computations. As how to best partition a program into CPU and GPU parts is not the focus of this work, we use simple trial-and-error to select a partition which gives the baseline version the highest performance.

Baseline for Comparison

Previous general pipeline programming frameworks are either for GPU only [54] or CPU only [15, 16, 47]. Hetero-Mark [46] is a work trying to efficiently utilize both CPU and GPU for a pipeline computation. Although it is not a general programming framework, its scheme of implementation represents the state of the art in the field for constructing CPU-GPU pipeline programs. The left part of Figure 9 outlines the scheme. The input data set is divided into many chunks before entering the loop in line 12. These chunks are processed in the loop successively. In each iteration, the CPU master thread uses cudaMemcpy to copy data of a chunk to GPU, launches the GPU kernel (one stage of the pipeline). When the GPU kernel finishes processing the chunk (ensured by a synchronization barrier on line 15), results are copied to CPU through cudaMemcpy. The CPU master thread forks a child CPU thread to do the next stage of processing for that chunk, while the master thread itself moves on to the next iteration to move the next chunk’s data to GPU and launch the next GPU kernel to process the next data chunk. CPU and GPU can hence process different chunks concurrently, forming a pipeline. As this scheme use no persistent threads (nor task queues), there is no need for end detection of all tasks. Pipeline ends after all function call ends.

Figure 9. The pseudo-code of Gene Alignment in Hetero-Mark (baseline) and in HiWayLib API.

The previous work [46] reports promising performance by this scheme. The first four benchmarks in Table 1 all use that scheme. The other two benchmarks feature stencil computations which do not fit that scheme; the CPU-GPU communications in their baseline versions are implemented with our basic scheme described in Section 3.1. In this scheme, the use of persistent tasks and task queues require end detection. But because the total numbers of tasks are known

Table 1. Various pipeline applications used for evaluation.
beforehand for these two benchmarks, they just use simple task counting which is sufficient.

4.1 Overall Results

Figure 10. Overall results on different platforms.

Figure 10 reports the overall performance of all the applications we have evaluated on the two platforms.

All timing results are the average of five repeated runs. The execution time is measured on a CPU side, starting from the beginning of the first pipeline stage and ending just after the last pipeline stage finishes (with \texttt{cudaDeviceSynchronize}). It includes all the pipeline stage executions, CPU controls, and memory copies covered in that entire code range. All results have been normalized by the performance of the baseline implementation.

In general, the results show that, for all the applications, HiWayLib has better performance than the baseline implementation. On the GTX 1080 platform, HiWayLib has achieved up to 2.1× better performance than the baseline. On average, HiWayLib is 1.56× better than the baseline on GTX 1080, and 1.65× on V100. The speedups on V100 are overall slightly higher because V100 computes faster, leaving communications a more important performance factor. The performance gains of HiWayLib come from the contention relief, efficient termination checking, and the reduced redundant copy in inter-device communication. We explain the details with time breakdowns next.

4.2 Detailed Results

Figure 11. Breakdown results on GTX 1080 platform. Abbr: BS (Basic Scheme), LTIT (Late Triggered Inter-Stage Tracking), BCR (Bi-Layer Contention Relief), LRBS (Lazy Reference-Based Scheme)

Figure 11 shows the time breakdown. We first enable the communication system with the method described in section 3.1, which we call basic scheme version. Then, we add in the proposed techniques one by one in this order: Late Triggered Inter-Stage Tracking (LTIT), Bi-Layer Contention Relief (BCR), and Lazy Reference-Based Scheme (LRBS). Figure 11 reports the measures on GTX 1080 platform. The increased speedups show the contribution of BS, LTIT, BCR, and LRBS. Due to the different natures of the programs, these optimizations have different impact on them. We elaborate them next.

Gene Alignment and Evolutionary Program Both come from Hetero-Mark. Gene Alignment is an important bioinformatics algorithm which has two stages. The first stage is performed on GPU and the second on CPU. The input data set has a target length of 65536 and query length of 1024.

A problem of the baseline implementation comes from the synchronization barriers and data copies between the devices. HiWayLib enables fine-grained pipeline parallelism through its efficient asynchronous inter-device communications and task queues. There is no barrier between the producer and the consumer, and the producer will not be blocked when transferring data to the consumer. That is the main reason for the significant speedups BS has over the baseline, 64.4ms versus 80.5ms. It is worth noting that BS (for its use of persistent threads and task queues) actually adds some extra delays at \textit{end detection} compared to the baseline version (which needs no \textit{end detection} for the simplicity of the scheme). The evidence is shown by the extra speedups when the better \textit{end detection} method LTIT is applied to BS, reducing the time from 64.4ms to 50.8ms. Such an effect is seen on the Evolution Program and also Reyes and Rasterization.

Queue contention reduction has little effect on this benchmark as there are only two stages and the queue contention between them is not a major issue.

Evolutionary Program implements genetic algorithm, which has five consecutive stages. The second and fifth stages run on GPU, while the others on CPU. Thus, the implementation contains both CPU to GPU and GPU to CPU data transfer. The population size is 2048. The baseline pipeline implementation taken in Hetero-Mark is effective in exploiting the pipeline parallelism among different populations, but not the pipeline parallelism within the same population. With the improved CPU-GPU communication scheme, the HiWayLib implementation exploits both. Results on GTX 1080 show that the baseline takes 44.3ms to execute the pipeline, while the HiWayLib version takes 25.4ms. As shown in Figure 11, all techniques in HiWayLib contribute to the speedup except LRBS because LRBS is applied to only stencil programs.

Reyes and Rasterization Both are for image rendering, but of different algorithms. Reyes [7] contains four stages. Only the first stage runs on CPU, which prepares data for the subsequent 3 stages. The rendering result of Reyes is a teapot in a resolution of 1280×720 pixels. Rasterization contains three stages. Only the first stage runs on CPU to prepare data for subsequent stages. It generates 100 pictures of cube in 1024×768 resolutions.
The performance observations and analysis on these two are similar. We take Reyes as the example for discussion. The baseline, which is optimized with the approach in HeteroMark, realizes the pipeline between CPU and GPU stages for different images. But it fails to exploit the potential of pipeline parallelism among the primitives of the same image. With HiWayLib APIs, both image level and primitive level pipeline parallelism are realized with only about 10 extra lines of code. HiWayLib does not copy all the primitives of an image to GPU at once, but enqueues each primitive individually. A loop in GPU kernels continuously dequeues and processes primitives. Results show that the baseline takes 4.4ms, while HiWayLib version takes 3.4ms.

As shown in Figure 11, the batched copy scheme shows worse performance than the baseline. It is because that the batched copy overhead is large compared to the short execution time of Reyes itself. Late Triggered Inter-Stage Tracking and Bi-Layer Contention Relief boost the performance by reducing the overhead significantly.

For both Reyes and Rasterization, the execution times of the CPU functions are larger than the execution times of the GPU, making the GPU time nearly overlapped with the CPU time. Thus the speedup of GPU kernels on V100 does not help increase the overall speedup much compared to the case on GTX 1080.

**Face Detection and Stencil** Both of them have stencil computation patterns. Face Detection is a real-world application [33] that finds location and size of faces in a given image. It consists of 5 stages; the fourth stage has stencil dependency and runs on CPU, while others run on GPU. The input is an image in 1280×720 resolution.

As shown in Figure 10, HiWayLib shows 1.37× better performance than the baseline. The baseline does not employ Lazy Reference-Based Scheme. It invokes a task as soon as its input pixels are available. A task consumes 3×3 stencil tiles, which may overlap with the ones belonging to other tasks. Since the baseline copies the overlapped pixels redundantly, it shows a poor performance. With Lazy Reference-Based Scheme, the redundant data transfer is removed and each data item will be transferred only once.

Stencil is a 5-point stencil workload with two pipeline stages. The CPU stage generates the initial value of the matrix, and GPU executes the stencil process. As shown in Figure 10, the HiWayLib version shows 2.15× better performance than the baseline. Similar to Face Detection, the speedup mainly comes from the removal of redundant data copy between CPU and GPU stages. In the stencil program, each task reads its four adjacent values. In the baseline implementation, each data in the matrix will be copied five times. In contrast, each data is copied only once in HiWayLib.

### 4.3 Communication Overhead

We discuss the communication overhead introduced by HiWayLib and give some insights on how HiWayLib boosts pipeline programs performance. We draw on Evolutionary Program as the example for our discussion, which has the most complicated communication pattern in the six evaluated applications, including both CPU-to-GPU and GPU-to-CPU data transfer.

We measure the execution time of the program after removing all computation logic in both CPU and GPU tasks. The result shows the time taken by the communications and some control flows on CPU. The time is 10.5ms for the baseline version and 14.1ms for the HiWayLib version. Considering that they have the same control flow on CPU, HiWayLib introduces about 3.6ms extra communication overhead. The time is a small portion of the overall running time (25.4ms) that has been reported in section 4.2. The influence of the overhead is largely hidden as the pipeline communications overlap with task processing. In the baseline implementation, the barrier between stages causes some ready tasks to accumulate on the producer side. HiWayLib runtime transfers ready tasks to the consumer side in a more timely manner, helping reduce the latency. The performance boost that comes from the better overlapped computation with communication and the more performant computation pipelining with HiWayLib outweighs the effects of the communication overhead, and leads to the overall significant speedups.

### 4.4 Programming Effort

We show the programming effort of optimizing a pipeline program using HiWayLib with Gene Alignment application. Figure 9 shows the pseudo-code of the baseline implementation and HiWayLib implementation for this program.

Figure 9(a) shows the baseline implementation in HeteroMark. Figure 9(b) shows the implementation with HiWayLib API. There are three major modifications compared with the baseline version. First, the producer does not place the output data into an array, but enqueues them to the queue using a HiWayLib API. Second, there is no barrier or explicit CUDA memory copy. The consumer obtains the input with a dequeue API provided in HiWayLib. Third, the consumer is not called for each output section of the producer, but called only once. There is a loop in the consumer to check whether it has terminated.

This sample shows that about 10 lines of modification is made to the baseline implementation to make use of HiWayLib. In fact, for all applications we have evaluated, only tens of lines are required to optimize the original pipeline implementation with HiWayLib.

### 4.5 Unified Memory

With default configuration, HiWayLib adopts the batched data copy scheme (Section 3.1). HiWayLib also supports cross-device memory access through Unified Memory. We evaluate it with two configurations. Results show that the benchmarks we evaluate achieve an average speedup of 1.31× with batched data copy scheme than with Unified
Memory scheme. The reason is that the frequent and concurrent queue accesses between two different devices lead to severe page fault overhead with Unified Memory.

5 Related Work

There are some previous promising studies optimizing the communication and data movements between CPU and GPU for general programs [20, 21, 34]. They use compiler to identify some unnecessary data copy operations in a program and transform the code to avoid them. For example, Pai and others [34] have proposed a compiler-based method to avoid transferring data to GPU if GPU’s copy of the data is not stale, and avoid transferring data from GPU to CPU if the data are not needed by CPU or are private GPU-only data. Although these techniques could in principle benefit pipeline programs, the intensive use of concurrent data structures (e.g., queues) and framework APIs in pipeline programs could make them challenging for compiler tools. HiWayLib is complementary to the previous studies in that it focuses on a different set of communication optimizations that are special to pipeline programs.

Kumar et al. [25] provides a solution (a middle layer) to programming difficulties of data management posed by the many platform-specific intricacies on heterogeneous platforms. Ramashekar et al. [40], Wang et al. [51] and Pichai et al. [38] study memory management and data transfer on CPU-GPU system. Kim et al. [23] propose a memory network architecture to simplify and speedup cross-device communication. NCCL [30] provides multi-GPU and multi-node collective communication primitives for NVIDIA GPUs. GPUDirect [42] enables remote GPU to transfer data through InfiniBand without involving CPU. All these studies focus on the CPU-GPU communication for general applications, but not for pipeline communications where efficient pipeline concurrency control is of keen interest.

Some studies give some insights for the pipeline communication between CPU and GPU. Yeh et al. [52] propose a technique to manage cross device task transfer with tables on both devices. Van et al. [50] study the performance of explicit memory copy and direct access with mapped memory with a performance model. Hestness et al. [19] evaluate the fine-grained CPU-GPU communication with asynchronous memory copy and implicit data copy with Unified Memory for a variety of workloads. Some works [29, 36] study task parallelism and use basic data copy approach for cross-device communication. Sun et al. [46] study the main programming patterns for CPU-GPU applications and use task queues for pipeline workloads on integrated CPU-GPU systems.

Some prior work focuses on task scheduling of pipeline programs on GPU only. Besides Whippletree [45] and VersaPipe [54] that the paper has discussed earlier, Tzeng et al. [48] study task scheduling with persistent-thread [3] technique and queue structure. None of these systems focus on inter-device pipeline communication.

There are some prior research on task scheduling of the pipeline programs on heterogeneous systems. They all use the explicit memory copy approach for communication. Bodin et al. [6] schedule pipeline tasks on embedded heterogeneous systems with synchronous data flow models. Augonnet et al. [4] propose five main task scheduling policies on heterogeneous systems. Gautier et al. [13, 14] design a runtime system for data-flow task programming on multi-CPU and multi-GPU architectures, which supports a data-flow task model and a locality-aware work stealing scheduler. Schor et al. [41] develop a framework for task scheduling of pipeline applications on heterogeneous platforms, which uses package transfer scheme for cross-device data transfer. Many other studies [11, 24, 27, 43, 44, 53] work on task partition and task placement.

Some researchers have studied the contention problem for queue structures. Fatourou et al. [12] and Hendler et al. [18] propose combining technique on CPU, where fine-grained synchronization operations are combined by a thread into a coarser-grained operation. Pai et al. [35] study the contention relief technique on GPU, in which threads are aggregated at the level of either warp or block, and additional synchronization is introduced for block level aggregation.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present an in-depth study on the communication problem for pipeline programs on heterogeneous systems. To address several key issues in this important topic, such as slow and error-prone detection of the end of pipeline processing, intensive queue contentions on GPU, cumbersome inter-device data movements, we propose a series of novel techniques, including Lazy Reference-Based Scheme, Late Triggered Inter-Stage Tracking, and Bi-Layer Contention Relief. Finally, we integrate the above techniques together into a unified library HiWayLib, which significantly improves the efficiency of pipeline communications in six CPU-GPU heterogeneous applications.
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